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Harmonious Hairspray!

HELPING THE HOMELESS

A LOGO TO BE PROUD OF

SCIENCE FAIR WITH AMAZON

CMAT NEWS
In addition to congratulating all NPA staff on their well-deserved positive Ofsted report, all in CMAT
are celebrating a similar outcome from the recent inspection at Sawtry Village Academy. As you will
be aware, the school joined us when in “Special Measures” and facing a bewildering array of complex
problems.
The report reflected that, “It is credit to the headteacher and her leadership team that parents, pupils
and staff are now positively supporting the school.” The academy is increasingly back at the heart of the
community it serves and the difficulties of the past are swiftly being left behind.
Just as the NPA reflects on the support provided by colleagues from across the trust, the SVA report remarked, “The trust provides very
effective support at both strategic and operational levels. Leaders from across the trust support and work alongside leaders to drive
forward improvements.” The inspector commented on how he found it difficult to identify where the school ended and the trust began. We see that as a testament to the community we have established, one in which many NPA colleagues have been instrumental. Indeed,
the statement that, “The trust also provides an educational welfare officer to work at the school one day a week.” Actually refers to Mrs
Templeman of NPA who has been sharing the good practice developed at NPA with SVA.
As ever at the centre of all we do is student achievement, “Published outcomes in 2017 for Year 11 pupils show that the progress of pupils
overall was above the national average across a broad range of subjects including English and mathematics. This was the case for pupils of
all abilities, especially those with middle and higher prior attainment.” Both in these comments and the “outstanding” judgement given to
the Sawtry Post 16 provision – our NPA staff are working with SVA colleagues to meet the improvement points provided in their Ofsted
report.
Finally, the capacity within the trust was praised when it was noted that, “The special educational needs coordinator (SENCo), who is
covering a long-term absence, has brought a significant change to the ethos and practice of how the school supports pupils who have SEN
and/or disabilities. There is a clear referral system, and comprehensive records exist for each pupil. There is greater communication with
pupils’ homes, which has contributed to pupils’ successes.” Mrs Rayner is the trust leader on SENDV and supports all of our academies in
driving forward their support.  She has worked closely with the team at NPA bringing her expertise as the former Ofsted national lead on
SENDV.
Mrs Rayner has also lead on the development of the building for our first “Special School” in the new
town of Northstowe. Using the experience and knowledge gained from inspecting a large number of
schools. The local community were absolutely delighted with the plans when they were shared at a
recent consultation evening. It was amazing to hear that some people have already started moving into
the new town just so they can have access to this school.
Finally, I would like to add my celebrations of the contribution of our recently deceased Vice Chair and until recently Chair of the Academy
Council, Mr Eric Fidler. Like Mr Howard, I had the good fortune of working with Eric at Swavesey.Very early in our discussions, Eric introduced me to a favourite quote of his from Lord Elton:
Members of staff who treat their pupils with discourtesy, impatience or contempt, or are late for those from whom they demand punctuality, who scribble illegibly on words which they insist must be impeccably clear and tidy, who will not listen to those from whom they demand absolute attention, who bawl their heads off at those from whom they demand soft and respectful speech, who hold up to ridicule
those whom they instruct to treat all men with respect, or who treat any of their own colleagues with anything but courtesy and respect
in the presence of any of the pupils, are suffering a painful and obvious discontinuity of logic.
Eric was the epitome of courtesy, respect, care and professionalism throughout his career. He will be massively missed by all of us.

Mark Woods
CMAT Chief Executive Officer
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A Message From The Principal...
The Easter term is always such a short and busy one and this edition of the newsletter is again packed with pictures and stories of the
achievements of our students since Christmas. This term there have been a huge number of opportunities for our students to get involved in
through Session 6, through trips to Lille, London and theatres visits, and through our PLEDGES programme. This year the charity work of our
students has been amazing and has included activities such as helping Peterborough’s homeless through the Penny Appeal and a huge number of
activities contributing to the cheques for over £8,000 for Sue Ryder at Thorpe Hall.
Over this term our new extension has also picked up pace and taken shape. Student leaders have been
involved in tours of the building this term to start to see how it will fit into the design of the whole
Academy and become a seamless development of the existing building. The new building will contain
a development to the DT facilities, including light engineering rooms, CAD facilities and additional
classroom space for English, Languages, Maths, IT and the Humanities subjects. The PE extension, with
its IT classroom and new netball court is already in use and is providing a great new space for our
students to learn in. Over the summer break there will also be additional work inside the main building
to provide a further music room, drama room, Photography classroom with a dark room and an Art
textiles room, all to compliment the additional Science labs which were completed last summer.
This term we sadly lost our Vice Chair of the Academy Council, Eric Fidler, who was a staunch and
solid supporter and champion of Nene Park Academy since the first day that CMAT joined the
school. Eric previously worked at Swavesey Village College for many years as a Science and Physics
teacher along with his role as Assistant Principal. After his retirement from Swavesey VC, Eric joined
us as the Vice Chair of the Academy Council and last year as the acting Chair of the Academy Council
following our previous chairman moving away from the area. Typically, Eric was happy to help and
threw himself into the role fully without any concerns for his own time. Eric was active in supporting
both staff and students over his time with us in a wide range of supporting roles such as: being our
safeguarding and SEND Governor, the guest presenter on presentation evening, meeting with parents
to support students’ development, tutoring groups of students for both Maths and Science and
generally being on call to help us out whenever he was needed. Eric thoroughly enjoyed teaching and
working with our students, the students at SVC and the work that he did as the Chair of the trust of
Primary schools in the village and locality that he lived, and he will be greatly missed by us all at NPA.
As the end of this term approaches our year 11, 12 and 13 students begin the most important few
weeks of their school lives at NPA, as their GCSE or A level exams get nearer. As we go into the exam
season it is important that students remember importance of engaging fully in their vital last few
weeks in lessons and also in their own revision time at home. Exam students should all have
created their own revision plan and it is important that they are supported to stick to this
when their revision gets tough and they are challenged to dig in and be resilient in their
efforts to achieve their best. Revision sessions are taking place in school and our staff are
always happy to support students with their studies at any other times either directly
or through email. I hope that our year 11 parents have found the newsletters useful in
helping you to support your children at this stressful time with the encouragement and
ExpEctation
guidance which will help them to succeed. All the staff wish the students well at this
challenging time and if you have any concerns about the approaching exams please do
contact the exams and achievement manager, Mrs Hebden, who will be happy to answer
challEngE
your questions.
The summer term holds many more exciting opportunities for all of our students and we
look forward to seeing you all at our, performances, events and parents evenings before the
end of the year.

The
Nene Park
Mark
●
●

Staff and students strive to be the best they can be
Positive relationships are built on mutual trust and respect

●
●

●
●

●

●

Steve Howard
Principal

Well planned lessons exhibit pace to maximise progress

Students and teachers are supported to take risks and challenge themselves to try
new approaches

Students display positive learning behaviours where resilience and risk taking are
encouraged and rewarded
Students take ownership of their own success and are encouraged to become
independent, life-long learners both in and beyond the classroom
Students can confidently articulate their thoughts and ideas through active
participation

●

Responsive feedback enables all students to actively improve and maximise progress

●
●

●
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Effectively planned differentiation is used to stretch and support, ensuring
achievement for all

Failure is viewed as a positive experience when contextualised within the learning journey

●

ExpEriEncE

Knowledge of the subject, students’ abilities, prior learning and understanding ensures
engagement for all

●

●

communication

Teachers establish a positive learning culture in a safe, creative and supportive
environment

●

●

indEpEndEncE

High expectations for behaviour, learning and progress are clearly embedded

●

●
●

Questioning is central to learning and utilised skilfully to clarify, develop and extend
understanding
Feedback in all its forms is meaningful, manageable and motivating

Progress over time is evident through effective tracking which is used to inform
future planning and targets

Diversity & equality are promoted, prejudice is challenged and shared values are
celebrated
Literacy is promoted across all disciplines through reading, writing and oracy
Opportunities to teach, develop and implement numeracy skills are evident
Learning extends beyond the curriculum to educate the whole child

Ofsted - GOOD
This
term
we
welcomed the Ofsted
inspectors back to the
Academy to review
progress since our
last inspection in
November 2013. We
were delighted that
Inspectors identified our focus on consistently improving the quality of
teaching at the Academy, they praised our fantastic teachers, who they
felt were ambitious for pupils to excel across the curriculum. Our work
on the ‘Nene Park Mark’ which helps us to ensure that all aspects of
learning are of high quality was praised for the way in which it allows
consistent development of teaching at the Academy and has been key
in ensuring that our students continue to be challenged to the highest
level. It was particularly pleasing that from the wide range of information
that they received they were able to highlight that Pupils and Parents are
pleased with the strength of teaching at Nene Park Academy. Through
their observations of our PLEDGES and Futures Day activities the
Inspectors got a thorough understanding of the values of both NPA and
CMAT and they were positive throughout the whole day of the short
inspection about the opportunities and challenges which our students
benefit from to ensure that they develop both academically and in their
skills for life.

Pabulum’s Tray Bakes
As part of the refreshments provided for the school’s
production of Hairspray, the school asked Pabulum if
they could supply some tray bakes to help raise some
much-needed funds for the show, and it was also a great
opportunity for some NPA students to join in and to
learn something new. With the help of Mrs Lawrence,
a group of Sixth Form Hospitality students spent an
afternoon baking in the school’s kitchen with Executive
Chef Manager, Steve Prestcott, and as they baked they
learnt more from Steve about menu planning and
associated food costs, to give the
students an idea of the planning that
goes into, what might seem in the first
instance, like the simplest of tasks.
Steve commented, ‘I was really
impressed by the enthusiasm of the
students, they would be welcome back anytime.’

Here It Is… The New Orton
Community Logo
Nene Park Academy students were asked by the City
College Peterborough Area Co-ordinator, Hedda Lilley,
to help design and produce a new logo to pull together
communities in the Ortons;
tackle environmental
issues; look after your neighbours and help residents to
become healthy. This logo design task was to reach out to
everyone living in the Ortons and to represent everyone
who lives in the area. Every tutor group had one week to
propose a possible logo design to symbolise the project’s
vision; a better future for the Ortons. Hedda Lilley and
her team selected 4 NPA student designs which they felt
represented the projects aims to be combined into ONE
logo. Lucia Lane, Renate Lasenberga, Manjoht
Kaur and XUAN LIU will shortly be receiving a voucher
and certificate from the Rotary Club as thank you for
producing their fantastic contributions. Our ex sixth
form student, Tia Briers used her designer skills to create
two possible logos inspired by the chosen 4 designs and
the Community Hub selected the final logo. Hedda Lilley
wants to thank all the students that took part in the logo
competition. The designs and ideas were outstanding. She
said “We have decided on the final logo, which will shared
with all partners across the Ortons and you can be proud
that your design will help to influence local people to be
proud of the area they live in. Well done!”
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Hairspray

Our third full school musical in two years, Hairspray, hit the stage in December. Expectations were high
but the team were delighted that so many of the audience were blown away by the production and the
incredible performances of our students, all directed by Mrs Pancholi-McCann. Abby Hoffman played
the lead part of Tracy Turnblad and her natural exuberance meant she was superb in the role, and it was
clear that Abby enjoyed performing as much as the audience enjoyed watching her. Louis Glasby leapt at
the chance to play Edna Turnblad and gave a stunning performance, ably supported by his ‘husband’ Peter
Clarke. Once again we were blessed with numerous individuals who gave their all, and a whole cast that
delivered an energetic and standing-ovation-deserving performance.
Mr Emery, our musical director, led the band with his usual attention to detail, and this resulted in
an amazing sound to back up the performers. Add in the technical support led by Mr Marchant, the
choreography of Miss Pinfold, the colourful set from Mr Milner and the giant hairspray can constructed
by Mr Smit and we had another eye-dazzling spectacular. As always the final performances were the
climax of months of work and the incredible dedication of our staff and students. From Mrs Kemp’s note
by note vocal coaching skills, to the artistry of Mrs Spataro’s hair and beauty team, everyone played their
part in producing a show that was easily the equal of many professional productions.
Once again we were left with a ‘buzzing’ cast who, when the final night came to an end were exhausted
but thrilled by what they had achieved and the reaction of our record-breaking audiences. Many thanks
to everyone involved, and to all those who came along to support the show and had such a great night.
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NPA’s ‘CAN DO’ Challenge
The initiative was launched as part of the Nene Park Mark teaching and learning framework
with a key focus on the Independence element – where students display positive learning
behaviours where resilience and risk taking are encouraged and rewarded.

BRUNEL
Sophie Sturdy – Achieved a 14km cycle ride

The ‘CAN DO’ Challenge was introduced through a series of assemblies and then supported
through the tutor times on the P&F Days.

Evie Talbot – Sign Language the Alphabet

The idea was to encourage a positive mind-set to challenging situations with the aim for
both students and staff to set themselves a challenge in November that we could reflect on
& celebrate in February.

Miss Southerington - can complete the rubiks cube
in 1.30s

Mr Gill- Piano playing! (if he can prove it)

We had some amazing challenges set from learning to juggle, building a chair, memorising
English quotes to learning sign language along with various fitness-related challenges.
Each tutor group displayed their personalised challenges, with some forms using a Friday
tutor time to progress with these challenges.
Both staff and students embraced this and as a result the celebration assemblies were a
great success.
The Senior Tutors also got themselves involved with Mr Treliving visiting the hair salon to
learn how to plait hair to surprise his daughters. Miss Gleeson setting a target for scoring
goals for her Hockey team and Mr Stokes aiming to launch his modelling career.

KING
Josh Ford - for achieving his white belt in Kick Boxing
Jaiden Trivedi - has reduced his After School Detentions
Miss Fernandez - for continuing to swim once a week

Whilst delivering the assemblies Mr Robertson proudly came out to the front to show the
students his new skill of juggling with three oranges.
This has been a wonderful experience sharing all the achievements and positivity across
NPA, we look forward to continuing these challenges further in the summer term.

LENNON
Umair Khan – building a
chair
Mrs Salisbury – running
5KM in sub 30 mins
Miss Clarke – 25 Miles
achieved
Shrieya Sudra - memorise
quotes for English
literature.

WINSTON
Nikola Pacanova – Deliver a presentation of a her
favourite topic in form. W-SGH
Ellie Brear - Ensure 100% on a vocab test in French
Mrs Pritchard - feeding a deer in her Garden

Our New PE Block Opens Early
NPA’s new PE block opened ahead of schedule after the February half term, and now provides the school with an additional IT
classroom and 2 new outside changing rooms.
Assistant Principal, Miss Foster, commented, “The new facilities will be a substantial benefit to the PE department, significantly
enhancing the learning environment for our students. The new IT classroom in particular will aid the theoretical learning our
students need to complete as part of their studies. We hope that the investment into PE will encourage our students to get
involved in more sporting activities and to keep up a healthy lifestyle throughout their lives.”
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NPA Helps Out Peterborough’s Homeless

Nene Park Academy staff and students teamed-up with international humanitarian charity,The Penny Appeal and Peterborough’s Soup Kitchen to hand out
gift bags to homeless people in Peterborough.
The gift bags included hats, gloves and toiletries which were given out from the Penny Appeal’s bright orange double decker bus in the car park of the
Brewery Tap.
The donation was made possible due to funds raised by the staff and students from Nene Park Academy, some of whom were on hand to help to give out
the gift bags.
The Soup Kitchen also provided the homeless with hot meals and arranged for hairdressers to be available to offer free haircuts to those who wanted them.
Science Teacher Mr Bashir, said:“The students have been fantastic and their enthusiasm for helping those in need within the community is inspiring.We are
so proud of all the hard work they have put in to raise money and support this important cause.”
Yaseen Sheikh, Midlands Fundraising Coordinator, said: “I would like to say a heartfelt thank you to the teachers and students at Nene Park Academy and
Peterborough Soup Kitchen for working with Penny Appeal in serving the Peterborough community. It was great to see everyone working together from
all backgrounds, having fun and helping to make a BIG difference.”
Penny Appeal are an international humanitarian organisation that currently work in over 30 crisis hit countries around the world including the UK.As an aid
agency, Penny Appeal ensure delivery on the basis of need and not background.As part of the Winter Emergency campaign, Penny Appeal are working with
hard to reach, disadvantaged and vulnerable groups in the UK working closely with statutory, voluntary and faith based organisations.
To find out how you can get involved with the Penny Appeal’s ‘Winter Emergency Appeal’, visit www.pennyappeal.org.

STEM Taster Day
Selected KS4 students who study Design Technology and Maths at NPA recently experienced a STEM
(Science,Technology, Engineering & Maths) taster day sponsored by TATA Steel who planned a day full of
fun and engaging hands-on, design related activities.The goal of STEM taster day was to allow students
to be creative and innovative, provide opportunities to explore different science, maths and engineering
concepts, and challenge their problem-solving and critical-thinking skills in a fun environment, along with
developing their team working and listening skills. As part of the STEM Taster Day our students were
accredited with the national industry-led accreditation ‘Industrial Cadets’.
Industrial Cadets works with UK employers to create a talent pipeline and a future skilled workforce,
whilst helping young people to develop the skills they need to enter industry with confidence. Industrial
Cadets ensures that young people can develop the skills they need and give them a valuable nationally
recognised award they can add to their Curriculum Vitae.
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NPA Reading Festival 26th February - 2nd March (And Beyond!)
By Mrs Naylor

Finally, students were encouraged to demonstrate their own creative flair
by designing new book tokens for World Book Day 2019 and writing
their NPA 500 word stories for the chance to be published in an Amazon
anthology and win a Kindle Fire. Due to the snow deadlines were
extended, so we look forward to sharing excerpts from the story finalists
in the next edition of Park Life.

The NPA Reading Festival went ahead as planned this year, even with the
best efforts from the ‘Beast from the East’ to cause as much disruption
as possible!
Reading events and competitions took place all week for students and
staff; luckily school was able to stay open for the official World Book
Day on Thursday 1st March. The theme this year was ‘Bookclubbing’
and encouraged students to not only get reading, but to also
talk about what they have been reading. World Book Day
organisers offered tips for students to help celebrate the annual
event. Ideas included: starting a form book club, tweeting
recommendations and reviews of books they are reading,
buying a book for a friend and using the book tokens handed
out in English lessons to buy a brand new book for as little as
£1.50
NPA staff and sixth form students braved the snow to dress
up as characters from their childhood classics this year for
students to participate in the ‘Guess the character’ competition.
In addition, students were also given an insight into their English
teachers’ book shelves with the new ‘Shelfie’ competition for
2018. Congratulations to Miss Tompkins’ form who clearly
knew the reading habits of their English teachers!

A Trip To The Key
Forty-nine Drama students were taken to the Key Theatre this term
to watch a modern twist on the play Teechers by John Godber. They
absolutely loved watching the strong cast of three deliver high energy
song and dance along with fast paced multi rolling.With strong messages
about schools and the importance of valuing good teachers, the students
enjoyed a series of stories surrounding fictional Drama teacher Mr Nixon.
That being said, the highlight of the trip may have just been the off script
start of the second act when the audience were all on their feet throwing
shapes (with the cast) to Despacito.
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Nene Park Academy Supporting Sue Ryder, Thorpe Hall Hospice
Students and staff at Nene Park Academy presented Sue Ryder Thorpe
Hall Hospice with 3 cheques totalling over £8,300 which was raised by
the school over the past year.
Nene Park Academy students and staff have been raising money for Sue
Ryder Thorpe Hall Hospice for a number of years in memory of Martin
Bacon, former executive principal of Nene Park Academy and Chief
Executive Officer of Cambridge Meridian Academies Trust (CMAT), and
Cat Black, former English teacher at the Academy, who were both cared
for at the hospice.
The Academy’s staff and students hosted a number of events to raise
money for the local charity, including their annual whole school sponsored
walk, which raised £6,329.75. In addition, the Winston House has raised
a further £1,926.26 as part of their House charity fundraising activities,
coupled with Nene Park Academy’s Inspirations Hair and Beauty Salon
which also raised £116.10 through their pamper evening in November.

past three years, we are very proud to have raised almost £20,000 and
we will continue to support the wonderful work that Sue Ryder Thorpe
Hall Hospice does locally.”
Nilesh Patel, Hospice Fundraiser at Sue Ryder, Thorpe Hall Hospice, also
visited Winston house’s assembly to talk to the students about the work
Sue Ryder does and how their donations will make a difference to the
patients in their care.

Principal, Steve Howard said: “Sue Ryder is a charity close to our hearts
and I am incredibly proud of the way in which the whole school community
has continued to support this wonderful charity. Martin Bacon passed
away in 2013 after being diagnosed with a brain tumour and we continue
to fundraise yearly for Sue Ryder to honour him and all the work he did
in improving the education for students under his leadership. Over the

Rotary Young Chef
Of The Year 2018
Year 9 Food and Cookery student Megan Sheils (Yr9
K-JAB) represented Nene Park Academy by taking
part in the Rotary District Finals at Queen Katharine
Academy on Saturday 3rd February.
With stiff competition against 12 other Rotary Club
Young Chef finalists, travelling from clubs from as
far afield such as Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire and
Northamptonshire it was always going to be a tough
competition.
They had two hours to produce and serve a three
course meal. The parents, teachers and Rotary Club
supporters had to endure the wait with hot drinks
and biscuits and of course the beautiful aromas
coming from the kitchen.
Finally, the chefs came out from
their kitchens with a sigh of relief.
All they could do was wait for the
judge’s decision.
After the judges had deliberated,
the results were announced.
Although Megan had produced
an excellent meal, it was not to
be. The meals produced by all
the chefs were outstanding and
congratulations to Megan for
getting this far. #ProudTeacher.
Well Done Megan!

To find out how you can get involved with fundraising at Sue Ryder
Thorpe Hall Hospice, visit www.thorpehall.org.

Behaviourwatch
Behaviourwatch is an electronic
information system which the school
uses as an additional method of
communication to inform both positive
and negative behaviours at the academy.
The system works by sending an email
home as soon as a reward or incident
is recorded in school. We at Nene Park
Academy believe that open and honest
communication is vital to ensure pupils
are supported to achieve the best
possible outcomes.

Below is an example table of the types of actions a pupil would receive a warning for. At Nene Park Academy we
operate a four stage warning system with Stage 1 being the lowest level and escalating to Stage 4. The application of
this system is used at the teacher’s discretion and ultimately made through their professional judgement.
Pupils are made aware that if their choice of behaviour continues then the teacher will move through the stages of
warning. The teacher has the right to move to a Stage 4 if they deem it necessary for either the safety of the class
or the individual.

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

First warning

Second warning

Third warning

› Talking when teacher
talking
› Turning up late to lesson
› Not following instructions
› Lack of attention
› Mobile phone use
› Lack of classwork

› Arguing with the teacher
› Lack of effort
› Continued talking
› Lack of focus / engagement

› Continued arguing with the
teacher
› Refusal to follow the
teacher instructions
› Persistent failure to follow
school rules
› Continued lack of effort /
classwork

› Persistent lack of work,
poor attitude, failure to
follow instructions
› Stopping other pupils’
learning
› Physical or verbal abuse
› Truancy
› Bullying
› Aggressive behaviour

Final warning

Verbal warning, reminder
of expectations, time out,
move seat, change of task or
activity, kept after lesson for
discussion

Verbal warning, reminder
of expectations, time out,
move seat, change of task or
activity, kept after lesson for
discussion

Verbal warning, reminder
of expectations, time out,
move seat, change of task or
activity, kept after lesson for
discussion

A Stage 4 warning will result
in removal from the lesson.
This will always trigger an
After School Detention.

Break or lunch time detention (decision
made by the member of staff)

Break or lunch time detention (decision
made by the member of staff)

The system reports Green and Gold
awards as positive reinforcement for our pupils.A Green award can be given for a variety
of reasons but usually for an action that the Academy feels has been very good and
deserves recognition. A Gold award is given for something outstanding and exceeding
expectations.
To address behaviours we wish to discourage we operate a four stage system. A
stage 1 warning is the lowest level disruption and will be given by the teacher at their
professional judgement. The levels increase with the severity of the action but also due
to the replication. A pupil would move up the stages of warning for persistently failing to
follow rules or expectations.
The Academy operates break, lunch and after school detentions. These sanctions will be
communicated to you through an email generated from Behaviourwatch but also for any
after school detention you will receive communication from the member of staff setting
the after school detention.
This system provides excellent up-to-date information on what is going on in the
classroom linked to attitude and work ethic. We believe these are essential elements to
being successful and hope that you find this information useful.
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FOCUS ON… Our Houses
THE BRUNEL HOUSE

Brunel continues to have a great year and there has been lots of fantastic things happening.
Gabriella Ellingham worked extremely hard organising a bake sale in memory of Taylor,
who sadly passed away earlier this year. Gabriella raised £145 which she is donating to
Peterborough Amazon ward. Well done Gabriella, we are very proud of all of your
efforts.
Year 11s are now focussing well on their upcoming exams, with some students taking
part in weekly revision sessions during form time and learning how best they revise. In
addition to this, many students are attending extra revision sessions after school which
is brilliant to see.
As well as year 11s, there are a number of students who are working extremely hard and
we could not ask more of them. Congratulations to the following students:

Chelsea Deane

Joshua Allen

Tyler Hammond-Kelly

Caitlin Deeks

Kaci Allen

Michalina Lewicka

Daisy Doyle

Khadija Aziz Chughtai

Luke Harris

Kikay Duckett

Erica Baker

Eleanor Leydon-Young

Gabriella Ellingham

Benjamin Ball

Cameron Hawkrigg

Faith Falayi

Jamie Baxter

Xuan Liu

Devlyn Fox

Grace Beary

Rowan Hawkrigg

Robert Geana

Billie-Jo Beeton

Sarah Locke

Harry Glendenning

Jake Bentham

Lucy Hill

James Gordon

Lucy Bodman

Francesca Loock

Karolina Gorol

Haariss Khan

Gerrard Hills

Nadia Gribi

Evie Rose Kitson

Alexa McPherson

Lili Griffiths

Bradley Knighton

Courtney Hunter

Nia Griffiths

Lori-Ann Lamont

Abigail Muller

Panche Gurev-Markovachev

Lucia Lane

Emily Hutchings

Phailin Hall

Callum Letman

Jacob Nunn

Joseph Johnson

Kristiyan Palenkov

Harijs Karlsbergs

Sasha Palmer

Grace Marriott

Jennifer Parnicky

Isabelle Martin

Sammy-Jo Peppercorn

Jennifer Martin

Kiera Pugh

Kayley Martin

Olivia Pugh

Kate McLoughlin

Cailan Quinn

Faris Rhaman

Daniel Steel

Connor Ribeiro

Urte Talackaite

Celeste Richet Mahmood

Evie Talbot

Liam Smith

Chloe Tiffin-Gearing

Amy Stanyon

Hannah Turner

Lewis Willson

Jacob Wiseman

Lucy Wilson

THE KING HOUSE
Another busy term in King and I have to mention the fantastic effort
by all King staff for Ofsted and the excellent feedback that the both
the languages and English departments received, especially English
as they were the focus for the majority of the day. This doesn’t
surprise me as I see the hard work and dedication all the King staff
put in every single day.
As a house we have pulled together to support the TKMaxx charity
that has been going on in school this term, with loads and loads of
clothes being brought in by our students to fill a large amount of
bags. The support by the students has been incredible and great to
see.
We have our house charity coming in to school this term to
celebrate the amazing work that has being going on in King, to raise
money for Make A Wish. They will be explaining to our students
where all that money goes, so the students can see first-hand the
difference they are making by raising money for this special charity.

Something we are trying in King this term, and for the foreseeable
future, is to invite the students in King to have their say in the
magazine about what goes on in King and what they like about the
school etc. ‘An insight into a student’s life in King.’ So for the first
edition of this Tilly Brown (Yr8 K-LHO) has written a short piece
below.

Kyall Woods
At the start of September, Miss Othen joined the Brunel team and settled in really well.
Some of our student leaders interviewed Miss Othen to learn some more about her:

‘When I walk down the King corridors I feel safe and secure because
I know the house office will always help me with any problems that I
may have. In our assemblies we often talk about situations in society
that people face every day. I take some time to realise how lucky I
am to not have to go through some of these scenarios, as I feel very
safe within Nene Park Academy. The teachers always keep a close
eye on anything, especially my form tutor and the house office, so
even after school us students feel safe and happy to come in every
day. Being part of the student council in King is also very enjoyable
as we are allowed to have our say on things that are going on in the
school or things we would like to change. These meetings happen
every term and we are given certain responsibilities by Mr Grainger
to be in charge of and help organise, like charity events, which gives
us a lot of confidence and enjoyment. I’m really glad to be in King
as it feels like everyone is here to support and help you if we ever
need it.’ Written by: Mr Grainger, Senior Tutor – King House

Spotlight on Miss Othen
Name: Rebecca Tamblyn Othen
Favourite subjects when you were at school: DT/Maths/Spanish/Economics
Favourite book? The Great Gatsby, but my favourite author is Stephen King
Favourite film? Meet the Parents
Have you had any other jobs other than being a teacher? Yes, owned and ran a
playgroup in America
When you were younger, what did you want to be? An Accountant
If you were an animal, what would it be? A Panther
What’s your favourite take away? Thai
What is your proudest achievement to date? Becoming a Mum to my son (Dan)
What would be your dream car? My next car, Jaguar F-Type Convertible!
Written by: Miss Gleeson, Senior Tutor – Brunel House
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FOCUS ON… Our Houses

THE LENNON HOUSE

THE WINSTON HOUSE

It has been another busy term in Lennon House with a huge amount going
on. We have continued to make a huge contribution to charity, collecting
vast amounts of clothing for the TK MAKKS charity appeal – winning this
important competition, and more valuable Superleague points. In total, we
collected 2 car loads, and 50 extra bags. We have now raised over £1,600
since September which will be shared between Little Miracles and the
Amazon Ward at Peterborough City Hospital. We will soon be holding
a house vote as to how we would like the Amazon Ward to spend the
money that we have raised. Some of our students also completed a
Sponsored Silence, raising over £40 for East Anglian Air Ambulance.

The staff and students of Winston House continue to amaze me…
A few weeks ago Nene Park Academy teamed up with The Penny
Appeal and The Peterborough Soup-Kitchen. Mr Bashir (our fundraiser
extraordinaire), Mr Stokes, Mr Walji, Mr Hancock and Ms Ghafoor went
down to Peterborough soup kitchen to hand out gift bags containing
hats, gloves and toiletries. This donation was made possible by all the
wonderful funds raised by students during our Penny Appeal Campaign
Mr Bashir was on hand to say “The students have been fantastic and
their enthusiasm for helping those in need within the community is
inspiring. We are so proud of all the hard work they have put in to raise
money and support the important cause.

We are now embarking upon a journey to Paris. We are trying to run
from Peterborough to Paris as a House through adding the distances
covered by our students together. In total, we need to cover 281 miles
as the crow flies, with students showing us their recorded runs on their
phone. Both staff and students are involved in this – we really hope we
make it.

As I mentioned in my last update, students were trained in CPR during
our most recent P&F day. Along with CPR, representatives from The
Red Cross taught pupils on what do in the event of choking, burns and
acid attacks. Students practiced these techniques using a dummy and
all said that they would feel confident knowing what to do should the
situation arise.

Eduard Obocea, in year 8 suggested a Dodgeball Club earlier in the year
and it has been a real success with many students attending on Friday
night. Well done Eduard.

In addition, our annual Year 7 Science Fair recently took place, with
students competing to win prizes kindly donated by Amazon. Pupils have
been gathering research and conducting their own experiments to prove
their hypothesis.

We continue to pursue excellent attendance, uniform, achievement and
behaviour and recognise our students for their efforts. Many Lennon
students have received postcards or emails home and we value those
efforts greatly. It was also wonderful to see so many Lennon students at
the recent celebration event – a film night in the main hall.

Finally, just before the Christmas Holidays we were informed that one
of our Year 7 students, Taylor Baker sadly passed away after long term
illness. Taylor was certainly a character with his positivity and enthusiasm
resonating strongly with staff and students. In his short time with us
Taylor made an impact on members of staff that cannot be overstated.
Taylor will be sorely missed by staff and students alike.

As we enter exam season we would like to wish our year 11 students
the very greatest of success and hope that they are rewarded justly for
their efforts.

Written by: Mr Stokes, Senior Tutor – Winston House

Written by: Mr Treliving, Senior Tutor – Lennon House
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Spring Cleaning For TKMaxx In Aid Of Cancer Research UK
Nene Park Academy worked with TKMaxx to support their fundraising initiative for
the month of February which was ‘Childhood Cancer Awareness Month’ for Cancer
Research UK.
We asked students, parents and staff for donations of ANY ‘pre-loved clothes,
accessories or homeware’ to be brought in to school, which would ultimately be taken
to the Cancer Research charity shops for selling-on.
This was a whole-school charity event, and houses were awarded Superleague points
for each donated bag that was brought in to school, with student ambassadors also
promoting this across their own tutor groups and which then helped them to work
towards their PLEDGES.
The initiative was a HUGELY successful, and we had over 150 bags and boxes donated
from across all of the houses, with the LENNON House winning the overall Superleague
competition with a total of over 50 donated bags plus 2 car loads full!!
TKMaxx and Cancer Research UK were thrilled with the response from everyone at
NPA and were ‘wowed’ by everyone’s generosity and so THANK YOU to everyone
who troubled to have an early Spring clean, and for donating your unloved, unwanted
or unused items to this great charitable cause.

Lille Trip
BONJOUR!
After a very early 5AM start, a group of students went on a trip to Lille
in France to visit the Christmas markets. After a long ferry, we finally
arrived in a very rainy Lille but we were determined not to let this stop
our fun. After a short (and wet) walk to the hostel we finally got to
the hostel and managed to get out to enjoy what we had come for…
some Christmas shopping in the market. It was dark and rainy but the
ferris wheel and the Christmas tree lit the place. The Christmas stalls
contained loads of handmade, crafty bits and bobs. Everyone bought
cute little gifts for their family members. I really enjoyed the trip and got
to experience the culture of the language I have been studying. I even
spoke a bit of French. It was definitely an experience I will never forget.
Alicia Rose Cairns (Yr 10 B-JOG)

Pledges & Futures Day 2
During our Pledges & Futures Day held in February, we were delighted to be joined by
our colleagues from Ofsted. Whilst some schools would have winced at the thought
of having a ‘drop down day’ whilst the Ofsted inspectors were in school, for us it was
a delight to showcase our values and skills curriculum and, as ever, it was a hugely
successful P&F Day 2 which we can all be very proud of. We offered a wide range of
opportunities and activities for our students to enjoy and learn from and the inspectors
were able to see first hand how we, as a school, value the importance of learning
beyond the classroom.
At our P&F Days our aim is develop a wider understanding of the world we live in
through practical activities, and we were delighted with extent to which our students
applied themselves. Our students were involved in many activities throughout the day
including first aid training, mental health workshops, mock trials, being financially savvy
and with developing leadership, teamwork and aspiration. There were many other activities on offer and the feedback provided to staff was very
positive. It certainly highlighted the positive ethos that we enjoy every day at Nene Park Academy.
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First ‘Ma’am’, then ‘Miss’
Written by Mrs. Andrews (aka Lt Cdr Andrews (ret’d))
Before I became ‘Miss’, I spent 16 years in the Royal Navy as a Warfare - Hydrography, Meteorology and
Oceanography officer (with the emphasis on oceanography). This was a hugely varied role.
My first posts would see me on the Bridge (where the driving happens) getting Pusser’s war canoe (aka
warship) from A to B safely, ‘giving a green’ to say it was safe for a boat or helicopter to leave or arrive and
practicing fighting fires and floods, just in case we ever had a real one. It was during these posts that I met
Neptune (as we crossed the equator) in both the Indian and Atlantic oceans, I visited various countries (the
USA East Coast, Cape Town, the Seychelles, Singapore, the Middle East, the Mediterranean and Scandinavia
amongst others) and worked alongside other Navies. Then there was the wildlife spotting (dolphins, whales,
flying fish, turtles, sunfish, Man-of-War jellyfish) and admiring the sunsets.
My later posts mainly involved training, firstly of those joining the service as officers, then being flown by
helicopter out to ships to train them at sea, before being a Head of a Training Department at the Warfare
School. Finally, I was seconded to Defence Science and Technology Laboratories to advise very intelligent
scientists (some of them world experts in their field) on various ideas to do with the ‘underwater’
environment to
ensure that they worked at sea.
I had a great time in the Royal Navy, so why did I leave and become a teacher?
I had done most of the jobs that I found interesting and didn’t like the idea of doing a ‘desk job’ in 		
a planning role, which is where my future lay (I’m not sure that I could have sat still for long enough). I was
also looking for a more stable lifestyle rather than spending lots of time away or moving to new places every
two to three years. The part of my time in uniform I enjoyed most was always when I was dealing with people
and getting them to develop, either in training or as their Line Manager, and teaching is all about developing
people. Finally, no two days in teaching are ever the same and I thrive on that variety and challenge.
So, after several years of teaching (first in Hampshire and now at NPA), do I think I made the right choice?
Absolutely!

Some Jackspeak
The heads = the toilets
A wet = a drink (usually a tea or
coffee)
Deck = floor
Deckhead = ceiling
Bulkhead = wall
Scran = food
Egyptian PT = sleep (one of
several phrases sailors use)

AIM Apprenticeship Presentations &
Workshops and Mock Interviews
It has been a busy start to the Spring term for our Year 11’s. They have had an opportunity to
attend an AIM Apprenticeship and Workshop morning at The Peterborough School, and to then
use their new skills to attend the Mock Interview process run by the Orton Rotary Club.Whilst
attending the workshops students got the chance to complete a CV and learnt to appreciate
the importance of producing a targeted CV alongside personal statements and application
letters. They also attended an interview skills workshop led by The Peterborough School and
local business owners.
These targeted students then had the opportunity to be put to the test by having a Mock
Interview which was run by the Orton Rotary. Students stayed after school and were able to
ensure that their CV’s & personal statements were to a good standard then they had their
interview.We had many interviewers from different fields come in to interview the students and
they were very impressed by how students from Nene Park Academy represented the school
and of the career paths they would like to pursue. One of the interviewers said that “If she could
offer one of our students a position in her company she would. The student was focused, clear
in his mind-set, respectful and asked intelligent questions.” She was that impressed she thought
he was better that some of the adults she has had to interview.
It is great to see how our students are representing the school in
such a positive way. Even with their mock exams and the pressure of
their GCSE’s around the corner students are focused and prepared.
Well done to you all and GOOD LUCK in your Exams.
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GCSE & A Level Art LONDON TRIP
A coach full of young and aspiring artists zoomed off to London
on the recent P&F Day 2 to visit two Art Galleries to support
their research and enquiry of their Art exam and coursework. The
journey was slow but we eventually arrived at the Saatchi Gallery
to discuss and view contemporary art works. Some pieces caused
lots of debate due to their lack of SKILL and quality. However,
tummies and mouths started to growl and whine so a spot of lunch
was next on the itinerary. You can’t go far without finding a good
old MacDonald’s and soon students and teachers were smiling as
tummies were full and we nipped to the Tate Modern to discover a
basement of SWINGS! It was great fun but before we knew it we
had to meet our bus driver by walking over a very wobbly bridge
to return home to Peterborough. It was a great opportunity and
experience to see the capital and Art work- can’t wait for the next
trip Mr Milner!

National Rotary
Club Photography
Competition

This year we have had a number of entrants into the National Rotary Club
Photography Competition. After winning through the school competition a
selection of images has been submitted into the Local Rotary Competition. The
winner of this is entered into the Regional Competition and the winner of that is
then entered into the Final of the National Competition.
We wish our students every success in their efforts to win this competition.
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Holocaust Memorial Day 2018
For Holocaust Memorial Day, a few staff and students from NPA attended the Peterborough Holocaust Memorial Day Service at St John the Baptist
Church, Church Street. Holocaust Memorial Day is commemorated nationally and internationally every year. Peterborough holds its own service during
Holocaust Memorial Week, offering a public and inter-faith act of remembrance of the Holocaust and many other acts of genocide, discrimination and
oppression throughout the world, throughout history, and in our lives today.
The event began with a dramatic performance in Cathedral Square, followed by a procession from the Town Hall to the church. During the service itself
members of the community said prayers, gave speeches, read works
by Holocaust victims and survivors, read poems, and performed
First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out—
music.The event ended with a ceremony during which the Mayor laid
a wreath at the Holocaust Memorial Stone in St John’s Square.
Because I was not a Socialist.
The theme this year is ‘The Power of Words’, which was echoed
throughout the event. The service focussed on the negative way in
which words can be used to bring about atrocities. There was also a
positive message about how words can be used for good and how
important it is to speak out when we see bad things happening. This
idea was perfectly expressed in First They Came, a poem by Martin
Niemöller who was imprisoned by the Nazi party for his opposition
to their regime:

Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Trade Unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.

Road Safety and Student Behaviour
We continue to remind students of the need to travel to and from school in a safe
manner. Students who cycle to school should ensure their bikes are road-worthy
and that they cycle responsibly. The vast majority of students do this very well, but
we have had some concerns raised by other road users regarding individuals who
disregard their own safety. All students should also remember to show courtesy
to each other and other pedestrians at
all times. As well as reducing the risk of
accidents we also expect students to
represent themselves and the school very well as they make their way to
and from school.
On a related note we have been made aware of some incidents of antisocial behaviour in the local community and although these involve a very
small number of young people it can reflect on our students as a whole.
We have worked with local residents to address any issues and stressed
that we are usually very proud of our students and the way they conduct
themselves.We appreciate your support in reminding our young people of
their conduct and safety in the local community.
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Teaching & Learning at Well Done Gabriella!
NPA
Initial Teacher Training and
Supporting New Teachers

Under her own initiative, and in memory of Taylor Baker, Gabriella Ellingham
(Year 7 B-DKO), raised an impressive £145 for the Amazon Children’s Ward
at Peterborough City Hospital.
Gabrielle wanted to raise the money for the Amazon Children’s Ward as
this was where Taylor had spent much of his time, and so organised a ‘Cake
Bake’ sale in school.

We are so proud to be in a
position where we are able
to host visits from other
schools to support their
T&L as well as successfully
support trainee teachers
from a range of different
teacher training agencies, year after year. This year we have a range of
trainees carrying out placements with us to enable them to experience
working within a different school and we have a range of expertise in our
own staff who support and mentor these trainees, as well as learn from
them as they bring new and exciting pedagogy into teaching.

Staff were also invited to bake some cakes and treats for the cake sale, which
many did, and Mr Bashir even made some of his NPA renowned ‘brilliant
bhajis’, all of which were sold across both breaks and lunchtime in the Dining
Hall.
WELL DONE GABRIELLA, you should be very proud of your amazing
achievement, I know that we are here at NPA!

We also have 5 Newly Qualified Teachers, who we are very proud
to have working with us at NPA, who again are able to tap into the
expertise and experience of our teaching staff as well as be a part of the
CMAT NQT programme ensuring they have all they need to start their
journey into the teaching profession.

Research & Innovation
As teachers we never stop learning and improving practice to support students and the speed in which teaching evolves is sometimes hard to keep
up with.We don’t shy away from new theories, research and initiatives which may support learners and teaching staff, so we are very excited that this
year all teachers at NPA are carrying out their own research project to improve the quality of T&L within their own classrooms, develop pedagogy
and improve student progress.
This is a great opportunity for staff to take risks, try something which they have recently read or heard about and measure the impact of their own
research trial, which may have a hugely positive impact on their teaching and student outcomes.
We have staff working within departments, across subjects and in pairs or triads to ensure that the research projects undertaken are purposeful
and meaningful and we are really looking forward to sharing the outcomes and findings of these projects with each other at the end of the year…
so watch this space!
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Year 7 Science Fair With Amazon

Onwards And
Upwards – Year 7
English
Our experience of English at Nene Park Academy
is phenomenal.The academy offers more organised
sets, learning through texts and key techniques
through texts.The lessons here are more advanced
and beneficial teaching us skills such as learning to
write in different forms, for example: newspaper
articles. There are a wide range of things to study
such as poems and play scripts and we aren’t limited
in the texts we can read – in fact, our teachers
encourage us to read whatever we want!

This half term Year 7 have completed seven lessons in preparation for NPA’s Science Fair
2018 as part of the National Science Week, which was the following the week.The school
received a £1,000 donation from the team at the nearby Amazon fulfilment centre and
Amazon staff attended to help judge the Science Fair presentations that the Year 7s had
worked very hard towards. The students chose research topics and investigations of their
own choice and presented these in many different ways.
Philippa Smith in Year 7 said “It was a really enjoyable afternoon where everyone put lots
of effort into their projects”. Borys Barcikowski added with “I love science and as a result
was excited for the Science Fair. It was great to do my experiment and collect the results to
present.”
Speaking about the visit,Amazon Associate Anthony Bourne said:“The Science Fair was
particularly impressive, and we’re delighted to be able to contribute and encourage more
pupils to become involved in science in whatever way we can.”
Mrs Walker wishes to congratulate all Year 7 students involved and those who won prizes.
“So many of our pupils have a real passion for Science, so the donation will go a long way to
supporting their endeavours.We’d like to say a big thank you to the Amazon team for the
kind gesture.
As a department we are really pleased about the progress students have made and will be
nominating a number of Year 7s for the upcoming Principal’s Award.”

Within our lessons there is a lot more class
participation and we all have the chance to share
our opinion. Our teachers allow us to study
interesting topics for longer periods of time so
we can investigate them in more detail. This means
that we can use the skills we learnt in primary to
write more advanced texts and complete more
challenging work to the high standards our teachers
know we are capable of producing. The formative
assessments are regular, summative assessments are
less frequent compared to primary but focus on
really detailed criteria.
In order to push ourselves further, we complete
extra reading outside of our lessons.As students this
allows us to be more responsible for our reading
and it is more challenging as we have to remember
what we have read for the activities in the lesson.
“I prefer reading without the journal because it is
more fun finding out about things within the book
and reading between the lines.” – Rowan Hawkrigg
“Now when we read outside of school, Miss
Tompkins discusses our book with us rather than
just signing a journal and we do some work around
the pages we have read.” – Martha Widmann-Dardis
The future of English is very exciting! English offers
us a variety of different topics to cover, we get to
look at the historical contexts of texts as well as the
effects on contemporary audiences and readers.
When 7E/En1 looks to the future, this is what
we are looking
forward to:
“I am looking
forward to writing
our own stories
because
it
is
creative and we
can
experiment
with what we have
learnt so far.” – Ella
Reynolds
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SIXTH FORM UPDATE
Time is ticking away and Easter approaches.All of this means that there is little time left for our Year 13 students
and by the time you read this they will have just one half term left. As Miss Pinfold alludes to in her article, we
have by no means rested on our laurels over this period.The Brilliant Club has witnessed some really amazing
discussion and it is impressive to watch the students hammering away at the keyboard to get their 5,000-word
dissertation on ‘What we owe the world’s poor’ done.We have also had a really successful Pledges and Futures
Day which was focused around enterprise and huge
thanks must go to Mrs Lawrence for pulling together
such a great programme and also to our Mental Health
Champions who led sessions for their peers. We have
another one coming up in the next week and hope to
build on the success of the last one.
What I, as Head of Sixth Form, am currently trying
to stress with our students is the importance at this
stage of getting some serious study done. If you have
ever been in the position, be this recently or a number
of years ago, of cramming for an exam, you will know
that this simply piles on the pressure and is pretty
ineffective. Over the next two weeks, we will be launching a revision agenda looking at how memory
works, how to successfully utilise the long term memory and how ultimately to be successful. No
small agenda as I am sure you will agree.
This just leaves me to wish you all a very Happy Easter from all in the Sixth Form and with any luck,
you will not feel too bilious having eaten your own body weight in chocolate.

The Brilliant Club
As a sixth form, we have been involved with The Brilliant Club, for the past two years. The
programme utilises the expertise and passion of PhD students, who deliver programmes of
academic enrichment to a small group of Sixth Form students.The aim is to try to increase the
number of students progressing to highly selective universities.
We currently have 8 students involved with the programme; each week the students attend
a seminar with a PhD tutor. The photos are taken from their induction day,
which was at Christ College, University of Cambridge where students had
their first seminar, gained more knowledge about the programme and had a
tour of the college.
The seminars are around the topic of Political Philosophy. Seminars consist of
the students being issued assignments which they have to complete.They then
review the assignments and build-up their knowledge for their final assignment,
where they are then assessed and graded against university gradings - 1st class
honours, 2.1, 2.2 etc. The students complete the programme in March, after
this they will be going to SOAS University London to be involved in their
graduation.
This is a fantastic opportunity for these students and it gives them a real insight
into university life and more importantly the academic side to university.
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GCSE English Literature: The Poetry Approach
Written by: Kieran Kaur (Yr 12 EKM)
Year 11s, as well as Year 10s, have their all-important
GCSE Literature exam rapidly approaching.As the days
left to revise gradually diminish, many students have
reported that the poetry element of the exam is one
they find the most daunting.
So here it is, a grade 9 student’s approach to a possible
AQA Power and Conflict Poetry question:
This time last year, the whole of year 12 were worried about the exact same thing, but with lots of sleep, revision, and way more motivation (and willpower)
than we thought we had in us, all of us came through successfully, and it was obvious that those who put the work in really shone.
In the next few months you’ll be walking into the hall, finding your seat and waiting for the instructions to be read out (for like the 20th time..).You turn
the paper over and the poem waiting for you is The Extract from the Prelude, that lovely poem about the boat and the mountain by Wordsworth that
everyone either really liked or really hated. The question asks you to compare the way in which poets present ideas about power. Use one other poem
from the Power and Conflict Anthology. The first thing is to decide which is the most appropriate one the 15 poems to compare it with. Exposure and
Ozymandias instantly come to mind for their heavy references to the power of nature vs the power of man, which strongly links to The Prelude because
that is the basic gist of what it conveys.
The next thing I would do is to make a note of all the similarities and differences between The Prelude and your chosen poem. It is useful to make these
into the basic concepts of each paragraph, and hence act as an outline for what you’re going to write. Models like PEACE and PEEL are great to use as a
loose structure, but don’t let them limit what you write and how much.
You also need to write about the techniques the writers have used and the different effect on the reader they create. So it’s good to have really detailed
annotated copies of the poem, because they help to identify writers’ intentions, which makes it a really good revision source.
I also liked to alternate the paragraphs in my answer. So, I would begin with saying how the power of nature is presented is a force that can easily overcome
the power of man in The Prelude. My next paragraph may possibly focus on how, similarly, in Ozymandias, the superficial power that Emporor Ozymandias
yields in his kingdom is so effortlessly taken away by nature who reduces him to “two vast and trunkless legs of stone”. I would then zoom in on the
language techniques used in this quote and explain fully what effect is has on the reader.This intertwining of the respective poems demonstrates a coherent
structure, something examiners really do like.
I’m sure that with lots of hard work and effort, all the Year 10s and 11s won’t break a single sweat.
Good luck!

CCF at NPA
The Combined Cadets Force (CCSF) at Nene Park has a new contingent commander; Jim Barnes, who
went on the officer training course in February and who is now a second lieutenant for the CCF. He
will be undertaking a recruitment drive for more staff and students to build up the CCF and already
has a number of camps organised for this year.
There are some great videos to watch if you are interested in joining and want to know more as a
student or an adult instructor. For more information, please visit:
https://combinedcadetforce.org.uk/get-involved
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Celebrating Success at NPA

Music at NPA

Written by Mr Ainslie
It gives me great please to let you know about the excellent
attitudes and work ethic of so many of our pupils.To celebrate their
achievements, we have been running regular reward events this
academic year. In addition to the wonderful Green and Gold emails
going home we also invite over 100 pupils to a film night reward at
the end of each half term. The attendance at this event has grown
each time and we now have over 150 pupils invited to the next
event.The Student Council has been involved in the decision for the
types of events and pupils have regularly chosen to have a film night
with a school tuck shop.
We believe it is really important that the pupils understand how
much we value their effort and the direct link between positive
behaviour and final school results. I hope that you have enjoyed
receiving the letters congratulating the pupils on their hard work
and look forward to celebrating much more success in the future.

Y8 City Music Project
This term, 30 of our talented Y8 musicians have had the opportunity to
work alongside professional musicians and professional children’s author
James Campbell (Boyface and the Uncertain Ponies) to devise an original
piece of musical theatre. The students are collaborating with 4 other
secondary schools across Peterborough and performed their finished
piece to a huge audience of primary school children on Tuesday March
20th at Kingsgate Community Church.A huge well done to all involved for
their exceptional work!

Y10 Professional Workshops
Our Y10 GCSE Music group are also working alongside professional
musicians and the composer Cheryl Frances-Hoad, to compose original
pieces of music. The students have explored musical composition in
workshops and are now in the process of working with the musicians to
shape their finished pieces, which will be premiered back to them by the
professionals!

Peterborough Schools Make Music
On Thursday 22nd March, NPA Choir and NPA Jazz made their debut
performance at the Peterborough Schools Make Music concert at
Kingsgate Community Church. We joined with many other ensembles
from across schools in the city to celebrate the rich wealth of young
musical talent in Peterborough.

Summerfest 2018
Details of auditions to be
released after the Easter holidays!
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Peterborough Ortons Rotary Club
and NPA Working Together – Joint
Projects Making A Difference to
Students’ Lives
Over the past few years the Rotary Club of Peterborough Ortons has been developing a relationship with Nene Park Academy and its staff to give
students additional opportunities.
Here are some of the activities we have been involved in so far:

• YOUNG CHEF - This is a national competition which invites students to prepare a 3 course meal.
• YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER - This competition is currently ongoing and the winners of the school competition will go on to
be judged in Towcester by our District judges and then if successful will attend the awards ceremony at De Montfort University in Leicester in June.
• MOCK INTERVIEWS - Rotary has been helping students prepare for the world of work by holding a week of interviews
conducted by Human Resource professionals and other business people in as real life a situation as possible. In most cases the students will have never
had this experience before and it gives them not only a good insight into what happens at interview, but the professionals give them tips on how to
conduct themselves in such a situation.The students normally find it most rewarding.
• SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL - NPA participated in this last year and we will be sponsoring the school next year again for this

fun but also inspirational event.

• LOGO COMPETITION - A great example of us all working together. A local action group run by Peterborough College and in
which Rotary participates, wanted to promote its “Pride in the Ortons” project, and on speaking to Naomi Clarke, she promptly organised a competition
amongst the students and we had a logo for the project in double quick time! Well done to the winning students, Renate Lasenberga, Majoht Kaur and
Xuan Liu, who will be getting their prizes soon. It'll be great to see the logo everywhere in the Ortons!!
• TATA EXPERIENCE - One of our members is a senior manager with Diligenta, one of the Tata Companies, and encouraged
Nicola Cloutman to publicise this opportunity to upskill students' IT skills for a week at this company in Peterborough during the summer holidays.This
valuable opportunity will be available again this year. Speak to Shakira Munday and find out what a good learning experience this was!
Other Opportunities:
Rotary has a vast number of opportunities for young people, far more than mentioned above. Look us up at www.rotary1070.org and follow the links
to “Youth Service”. There you will see further competitions such as: Youth Speaks; Slam Jam - a performance based writing competition (this can be a
poem, a story or a dramatic monologue); Rotary Technology Tournament; Young Designer; Young Musician; Young Writer; Young Artist; Youth Exchange
(an opportunity to travel the world and discover yourself through Rotary Youth Exchange); Rotary Youth Leadership Awards (RYLA) for 13 -16 year olds
and 18-26 year olds, challenging mental and physical personal development on a week's residential course.
If any of the staff or students are interested in any of the above please contact Mary-Helen Shakespeare at mhshakesp@gmail.com or mobile no. 07711
764684.
Lastly the club would like to say a huge thank you to the school for allowing us to use their facilities for our annual Quiz Night and Race Night. Over the
years it has meant that thousands of pounds have been raised for our many good causes and charities both locally and internationally.
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SPORTS UPDATE
NETBALL
There has been a fantastic response to netball from our latest Year 7 cohort, with numerous
girls turning up to training each week. They have made a great start to the league with their
first win coming away against Sir Harry Smith. The girls have really gelled as a team and are
settling into their positions and showing some fantastic netball skills.They continue to improve
with each training session as we look ahead to the Peterborough schools tournament. Well
done girls for an outstanding start to the season, we look forward to seeing you carry on
progressing throughout your next 5 years at NPA.
The netball season for Year 8 is also well underway. We have so far played half of our league
games with a couple of disappointing results but a great draw against Jack Hunt 4-4. We have
the annual tournament at AMVC coming up soon where the students will compete against
local Peterborough schools and play schools that aren’t in our league. The girls continue to
show a great commitment to their netball this year, and are displaying an admirably positive
attitude during the matches.

INDOOR CRICKET
The Peterborough Schools Indoor Cricket
League also took place this term. NPA
entered teams in the under 13 and under
15 competitions with mixed success.
This provides a great opportunity for our
cricketers to get in some much needed
practise ahead of the forthcoming cricket
season, which begins after Easter. All pupils
interested in cricket should look out for the
Session 6 club which begins in the new term.
This includes regular fixtures against local
schools. New players, as well as the regulars,
are all welcome to come along. As ever, we
will play our home games at Orton Park
Cricket Club, so a huge thank you to them
for their continued support.

FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT
FOOTBALL
As we reach the final stages of the football season, it is pleasing to be able to report that
our teams have had another positive year in a number of competitions. The Year 10 boys
team have been the strongest performers in the ESFA National Cup, a competition that
we continue to do well in year on year across different age groups, most notably when our
current Year 11 team reached the final of their competition last year.The Year 10 team made
it through seven rounds of this year’s competition, where they faced a daunting quarter final
tie away against last year’s finalists St Francis Xavier’s College, Liverpool. This proved to be
an attritional game played between two evenly matched teams which ended goalless after
normal time. Unfortunately, a piece of individual brilliance in the form of a superb free kick
for St Francis Xavier’s proved to be the difference between the sides as we were defeated
1-0 in extra time.
The Year 10s and all of the NPA football teams now turn their attention towards the
remaining league games, and hopefully the Peterborough league finals which will be played
after Easter. Another memorable year of football here at NPA is shown by the consistently
high turnout of pupils at Wednesday’s session 6 football practice. It is great to see so many
pupils of all ages and abilities every week, long may this continue.
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From January up to February half term, Nene
Park Academy PE department organised the
Peterborough Schools small sided football
tournaments which were held on the new
3G astroturf pitch at Peterborough United’s
training ground for the first time. These
tournaments seem to grow each year and
they proved immensely popular once again
with schools entering from around the city.
There were separate competitions for each
year group for the boys, as well as an under
14 and under 15 girls tournament. Just shy
of 1000 pupils from around the city took
part in these events over the half term, an
amazing figure. Each competition proved to
be a great occasion with a number of exciting
games, including penalty shoot outs to decide
knockout matches. NPA have always had
a good record in these competitions and
continued with this as we won the year 8 and
sixth form tournaments.

SPORTS UPDATE
RUGBY
Rugby at NPA is rapidly developing and becoming a favourite sport for some of our pupils.The current Year 7 and 8’s
are taking to the sport really well, attending rugby club at school and many playing outside of school for local teams.
The Year 8 team have been to 3 tournaments this year and have massively progressed and developed as a team over
the course of the year. Combined in all the tournaments we have now played 17 games and scored a staggering 168
points.Well done to all involved in the Year 8 rugby squad this year…let’s keep this going into next season.

HANDBALL
A new addition to our fixtures calendar has been inter school handball matches and competitions. A number of NPA students have been involved in
the CMAT competitions, involving all schools in the CMAT trust. These provide extra opportunities for our students to engage in the competitive inter
schools fixture programme, but also provides them with an additional sport that contributes towards the non-exam/practically assessed element of their
GCSE PE qualification.
With nearly 150 competitive fixtures against other schools so far this school year, it has certainly been a busy time for
all. We look forward to another action packed sporting calendar during the summer term, which will hopefully bring a
number of successes for our enthusiastic, committed and talented students.

NPA SPORTS LEADERS & PRIMARY SPORT
A large number of our students have been putting into practice their sports leadership skills over
the past term.We have been delivering various primary school sports events recently and these have
given our pupils the opportunity to lead sport for young children in the junior schools surrounding
NPA. We have held a cross country event, football and netball coaching sessions, and a table tennis
festival amongst other things. Our pupils have excelled themselves in the way they have taken on the
responsibility of planning and leading activities for the primary school children during these events.
Our young leaders play a crucial role in supporting the running of these events and have proved to be a real credit to themselves and the school.
Experiences like these prove extremely enjoyable for our pupils, but they are also invaluable as they present opportunities for them to develop
key life skills through leadership, such as communication, cooperation, problem-solving and initiative.
We look forward to the summer term where we will be holding a rounders and cricket tournament, an athletics event, a dance competition, and
a multi skills festival. All of these events span a range of year groups, providing opportunities for primary school pupils of all ages to engage in and
enjoy physical activity, and most importantly experience the benefits that PE and sport provides.

ICE SKATING IN PE
In PE we are always looking to engage our pupils using as many different sports and activities as
possible, with the aim of promoting a lifelong passion for sport in some form; so that when their
compulsory PE lessons come to an end at the conclusion of year 11, all young people will be
inspired to continue their involvement in physical activity and sport.We believe that there is a sport
or physical activity out there that everyone can access and enjoy, that ultimately enables them to
benefit from the life skills and health benefits that PE and sport fosters. An example of this is our
initiative this term, for which we have taken a number of year 11 girls to the local ice rink for their PE
lessons, giving them the opportunity to perfect their ice skating. This has proved incredibly popular
and successful as a large amount of girls have been able to attend and have thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.We aim to make this a regular fixture in our core PE programme over the coming term
and into next year, giving pupils the opportunity to either try a new sport, or to further develop
their existing ice skating skills.
Sadly Mrs Bryan leaves us at Easter after seventeen years at NPA. We would like to wish
her all the best and thank her for all of her efforts within the PE department during her time
here. Her dedication to the department, most notably in her SSCo role during the build up
to the London 2012 Olympics, is hugely appreciated and has left an undoubted legacy. Over
the years she has provided young people, both at NPA and in our surrounding primary
schools, with opportunities to progress and excel within a sporting environment. The PE
department would like to wish her all the best for the future.
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Fun and games at NPA’s Charities Morning 2017,
which raised over £3,609 for the house charities

Peterborough United FC
are proud to
work in
partnership with
Nene Park Academy

Ins

Hair & Beauty Salon

01733 368303
Hair (styling and treatment)

Mon: 1pm to 6.30pm

Facials

Wed: 9am to 7pm

Eyebrow & Eyelash (tinting)

Fri:

Manicures & Pedicures
Barbering

Tue:

9am to 1.30pm

Thu: 9am to 8pm
Sat:

9am to 6pm

8am to 1pm

If you require services
beyond these times, e.g.
for special events and /
or large bookings please
do contact us as this
can be negotiated.

Nene Park Academy, Oundle Rd
✉ hairsalon@neneparkacademy.org

